CONTINUING SERIES (New Episodes)
(P) Denotes: Premieres

"OPRAH'S NEXT CHAPTER" (60 Minutes)
Oprah Winfrey steps outside of the studio for some riveting, enlightening, in-depth conversations with newsmakers, celebrities, thought leaders and real-life families.

(P) Sunday, July 15 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: David Copperfield
Oprah Winfrey travels to David Copperfield’s private island in the Bahamas for an exclusive interview with the legendary magician. Copperfield talks about fatherhood, his abusive childhood and addresses the sexual assault allegations that plagued his personal life.

(P) Sunday, July 22 (8-10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Oprah Salutes Superstar Olympians
Oprah Winfrey brings Olympic legends together as the world prepares for the 2012 Summer Games in London with a special two hour episode. Winfrey speaks with track and field stars Carl Lewis, Jackie Joyner Kersee and Al Joyner; gymnasts Bart Conner, Nadia Comaneci, Mary Lou Retton and Shawn Johnson; diver Greg Louganis and swimmers Janet Evans and Mark Spitz.

Note: Part Two of "Oprah Builds a Network" airs Sunday, July 15 from 9-10 p.m. ET/PT.

"UNDERCOVER BOSS ABROAD" (60 Minutes)
Mondays (8-9 p.m. ET/PT)
The international version of the hit series “Undercover Boss,” “Undercover Boss: Abroad” follows high-level executives as they leave the comfort of their corner offices for an undercover mission to examine the inner workings of their companies. While working alongside their employees, they see the effects that their decisions have on others, where the problems lie within their organizations, and get an up-close look at both the good and the bad while discovering the unsung heroes who make their companies run.

(P) Monday, July 23 (8-9 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Crown Worldwide
Narin Ganesh, the new finance director of Crown Worldwide, an international moving company based in the U.K., goes undercover to see how his financial decisions are affecting the front-line employees.
"OUR AMERICA WITH LISA LING" (60 Minutes)
Tuesdays (10-11 p.m. ET/PT)
From the swinger lifestyle to young girls entering convents, from arranged marriages to child beauty pageants, the new season of “Our America with Lisa Ling” takes viewers along for an in-depth look at some of the most controversial and thought-provoking issues in the United States today. In each episode, Ling immerses herself into the lives of the people she meets and challenges viewers to understand different perspectives and sometimes even question what they themselves have always believed to be true in America.

(P) Tuesday, July 17 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Holy Matrimonies
For most Americans, first comes love and then comes marriage. But for some, it’s the opposite. Host Lisa Ling explores arranged marriage in modern America and investigates whether they are archaic and loveless or a rational approach to life-long commitment.

(P) Tuesday, July 24 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: The Lost American Dream
In the wake of the Great Recession, America’s middle class emerges as the face of the new poverty. Host Lisa Ling travels the country to meet those forced by the aftershocks of the economic crisis to downsize their lives and reassess the American Dream.

“ARE YOU NORMAL, AMERICA?” (60 Minutes)
Have you ever peeked at your boyfriend's emails? Or done your household chores naked? This lively game show will answer those burning questions and more as two contestants play to win more than $100,000 in their quest to learn if they're normal or not. Along the way, audiences will be entertained, enlightened and ultimately comforted by the fact that we’re all pretty abnormal... but that's what makes life fun! Hosted by Barry Poznick (“Are You Smarter Than a 5th Grader?”) and Kim Coles (“Living Single”).

(P) Saturday, July 14 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Is It Normal To Have Lied To Your Doctor?
Playing the game are Linda and Jason for the chance to win $100,000 in their quest to learn if they are normal or not. Questions include: 'Is it normal to drop something in the toilet?' and 'Is it normal to date someone embarrassing?'

“SUPER SOUL SUNDAY” (60 Minutes)
Sundays (11 a.m.-12 p.m. ET/PT)
The Emmy® Award-winning series delivers a thought-provoking, eye-opening and inspiring block of programming designed to help viewers awaken to their best selves and discover a deeper connection to the world around them. Featuring all-new conversations between Oprah Winfrey and top thinkers, authors, and spiritual leaders, “Super Soul Sunday” is comprised of exclusive interviews in studio and on location at the serene oak grove at Winfrey’s California home and on the coast in Maui. Also featured are critically acclaimed documentaries and short-form content from SoulPancake (the production company co-founded by “The Office’s” Rainn Wilson). Exploring themes and issues including happiness, personal fulfillment, wellness, spirituality and conscious living, "Super Soul Sunday” presents an array of perspectives on what it means to be alive in today’s world.
Sunday, July 15 (11 a.m.-12 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Oprah and Wayne Dyer in Maui
Oprah Winfrey interviews Wayne Dyer in Hawaii. Dyer, known as the “Father of Motivation,” talks about his battle with leukemia.

(P) Sunday, July 22 (11 a.m.-1 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Oprah’s Book Club 2.0: Oprah & Author of “Wild” Cheryl Strayed
Oprah Winfrey speaks to the author of the first official selection of Oprah's Book Club 2.0 - Cheryl Strayed, about her memoir "Wild."

“OPRAH’S LIFECALSS” (60 Minutes)
Oprah Winfrey returns home to Harpo Studios in Chicago and takes the stage as teacher to share advice and engage in inspiring conversations about principles that guide our lives. Through Facebook, Twitter and Skype, Oprah takes questions from Lifeclassers around the world.

(P) Sunday, July 29 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT) - Episode: Growing Beyond Guilt
Oprah Winfrey is joined on stage by inspirational author Iyanla Vanzant to help viewers move beyond the guilt weighing down their lives so they may experience true freedom. Winfrey and Vanzant talk with guest Amy Baumgartner, a mother of three, who says she is shackled to her guilt after making a terrible decision two years ago involving the safety of her children.

SPECIALS & MARATHONS
(P) Denotes: Premieres

“WELCOME TO SWEETIE PIE’S: AN EXTRA SLICE” (60 Minutes) - SPECIAL Saturdays Beginning July 14 (8-10 p.m.ET/PT)
OWN: Oprah Winfrey Network’s popular family docu-series “Welcome to Sweetie Pie's” will air never before seen footage from season one as part of a special helping of “Welcome to Sweetie Pie's: An Extra Slice.” Each episode of the series features Miss Robbie Montgomery and her family as they run their soul food restaurant Sweetie Pie's in St. Louis.

“MILLION DOLLAR NEIGHBORHOOD” - MARATHON Saturday, July 14 (10 a.m.- 4 p.m. ET/PT)
In the debt-ridden town of Aldergrove, the community is teaming up for a million dollar challenge that could change their fortunes forever as they attempt to increase their net worth by a million dollars in three months. Each week, the entire community comes together to save an average of $100,000 in a large-scale challenge that will reduce debt and build assets for everyone. Whether they're bartering skills or renovating the home of a family in need, the people of Aldergrove are asked to share their time, their talents, their belongings, and their aspirations with each other. If they reach their goal, one hard working neighbor's dream will come true with a bonus prize.
“OPRAH BUILDS A NETWORK” - SPECIAL
Sunday, July 15 (9-10 p.m. ET/PT)
In the same way OWN's popular series “Season 25: Oprah Behind the Scenes” took viewers inside the making of the final season of Oprah Winfrey's successful talk show, this two-part documentary special showcases Oprah Winfrey sharing her innermost thoughts about some of the opportunities and obstacles she faces as she works to build her cable network.

(P) Sunday, July 15 (9-10 p.m. ET/PT) – Episode: Oprah Builds A Network Part Two
Follow Oprah as she goes on the road for a glimpse behind the scenes of “Oprah’s Lifeclass: The Tour,” her surprise visit in St. Louis with best friend Gayle King to meet the cast of “Welcome to Sweetie Pie’s” and the Kardashian Family interview. Also hear her candid comments on where the network is today.

"CULTURE SHOCK" (60 Minutes)
(P) Sunday, July 22 (10-11 p.m. ET/PT)
Three filmmakers explore relationships and marriage around the world: from a lavish wedding among Moscow’s nouveau riche, to an on-the-go Indian matchmaker and a mistress village in China where wealthy businessmen support secret second families. By delving deep into the private lives of people around the world, “Culture Shock” expands our concept of what defines a relationship and what connects us across the globe. “Culture Shock” is produced for OWN by part2 pictures.
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